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To the credit of our fashionable society surely an
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of the white collar, the tooth brush, the

manicure set, and innumerable other concrete evi-

dences of a social smartness which has not only ad-

vanced but arrived. .

Our fashionable society, like its prototype in all

other homes of simple democracy, is based primarily
upon material resources, without which its objects and
purposes could not be achieved, and without which

reasonable persons could scarce expect to be admitted
to its ranks.

That within itself it has many near-distinctio- ns

and distinct-distinctio- ns is a lamentable and
unavoidable evil due to a variety of immediately-contributin- g

causes but each, in the final analysis, a corol-

lary of one fundamental factor of distressing
magnitude.

That elemental factor is the insecurity of fortune
in Alaska.

Virtually all of our worth-whil- e people are inter-
ested in mining, and of this general class a vast ma- -
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with this limited nucleus, society began to take form,
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which have finally grown to be as pronounced as those

obtaining in cities of the Initcd State.
arrived, particularly mothers of

The women newly
families, refused to recognize the women identified with

he gambling and dance halls and, With feminine

singular v. placed the ban most decisively upon those

whom fame and fortune had most favored in those

profitable activities.
Such was our first segregation of social elements.

With a rapid if almost imperceptible development,

other social distinctions quickly appeared The women

who washed clothes for a living, or served as cooks or

waitresses in hotels and roadhouses soon observed a

"rowing coldness toward them from the wives and

daughters of men grown prosperous, and, although
they were not entirely barred from the social upper

stratum for a vear or so, it was soon apparent even to
the dull perceptions of men that at dances and other
gatherings those lathes deemed themselves proportion-
ately of" a finer social texture whose husbands and

fathers had been most successful in business, par-

ticularly if their own personal antecedents would bear
a reasonably exacting scrutiny.

Increasing prosperity enabled many to abandon the
log houses of earlier years for more pretentious frame
structures, and thus came the definite final parting of

the ways. Xo more log-rolling- s, no more house-raising- s,

no more indiscriminate intermingling were to pain,
annoy and perhaps depreciate those who by inherent
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of her sex, that the snub under which she

still smarts was received during a plebian period, and
was less the fault of the individual who administered
it than the fashionable social system of which she

herself is a worthy or at least oft-recurri- ornament.

Ml members of Alaskan fashionable society are
charming; all interesting; all original, some etpectII)
so in the matter of dress. Many ot them enjoy or at
least endure exceptional opportunities lor culture.

High society leaders even in the States could surely

boast no wider range of reading on all subjects relat-

ing to fashionable places and events; and certainly our
Alaskan smart set need bow to none in practiced ef-

ficiency in the use of broad-soundin- g A I J the pretty
mannerisms of elegant drawing rooms as outlined in

the best printed guides; or the intricacies 01 such
Terpsichorean accomplishments as the hesitation, the
fox-tr- ot and the bunny-hug- .

If there be vet other treasures, other merits, other
virtues in the 'fashionable life of any land which we

ourselves do not now rates!, let no doubt arise that
we will acquire them all in time and to excess ; a pre-

diction based on a long-continu- ed and long intimate
knowledge of the will, the determination and the in-

genuity of the Alaskan woman of social ambitions, a
type whose equal in those respects has not been seen
since the scrolls of eternity were rolled back and the
order given that time begin.

Using Natural Steam in Tuscany
engine. The results were so satisfactory that a large
engine was installed which is still in operation.

Having a very large surplus of steam in excess of
that required for its own uses, the Societa Boracifcra
di Larderello decided to utilize this excess steam for
producing electric power. In 1912 a 250 kilowatt turbo-
generator was installed the natural steam being em-

ployed not directly in the turbine, but as a means of
heating water for the production of the steam required ;

and in 1916 a large power plant was completed. Power
lines have been built, and these stretch as far as Flor-
ence, and to important steel, iron and copper works and
mines in other outlying districts, all of the power being
produced through the employment of the natural steam.
As far as the district of Larderello is concerned, the use
of natural steam has solved the coal problem, which is
such a serious one for other sections of Italy that have
not been equally favored by nature. Coal today is
selling in Italy for more than $40 a ton and it is im-

possible to obtain sufficient for the needs of the people.

LARDERKLLO, in Tuscany, an interesting ex-

periment has been made with extremely satisfactory
results. At this point there is an area of about 36

square miles where, from time immemorial, natural
steam springs have existed. As early as 1790 the
presence of boric acid in the water condensed from
the steam was detected, and for many years the Societa
Boracifcra di Larderello, which is a combination of the
small companies formerly in operation, has been pro-

ducing boracic acid on a large scale. This company
controls the entire district. The natural steam was
first used for evaporating the water from which the
boracic acid is obtained. Wells are drilled and dry
steam at a pressure of three atmospheres is found at
depths varying from 195 to 390 feet. At Larderello
some of these wells have had an initial production of
154,000 pounds of steam an hour. In 1897 the natural
steam was first used for heating the boilers of the
company, and in 1905 a further step was taken when
experiments were conducted with the steam in a piston

When Coffee Was Young

WHEN you drink your morning cup of coffee,
to suit your particular taste with sugar

and cream, you perhaps do not realize by what a nar-
row margin you are indulging that palate of yours.

For coffee, in its early days, had as severe a
struggle to establish itself in public favor as any bev-
erage could have.

Coffee drinking is of Turkish origin, as far as its
introduction into Europe is concerned, although the
bean is believed to have come originally from Abys-
sinia. It was first used by dervishes to enable these
holy men to keep awake during their devotional exer-
cises. Hence, those who maintain that coffee keeps
them awake are following a well established tradition.

The example of the holy men popularized the bev-
erage, and its use spread to Cairo, where a group of
theologians condemned it, not because they were afraid
it would not keep the dervishes properly awake, but
because they deemed it an intoxicating drink, and con-
trary to the laws of Mohammed.

But the sultan of that day (about 1511 A. D.) liked
coffee, so there was another convocation of theologians,
properly instructed how to vote on the coffee issue.
They gave coffee a clean bill of health, and it began to
flourish again. In fact, Moslem coffeehouses became
so popular that they drew folks away from the mosques.

The first coffeehouse in England was opened about
1650. However, the hardships of the beverage were
not over, for Charles II. suppressed all coffeehouses in
England in 1675, and some of the proprietors were
temporarily imprisoned. Shortly afterward, it was re-
established in favor and its use has been growing
more widespread ever since.

Woods That Won't Float
THERE are a number of woods of the United States

arc heavier than water. There are also ft

number of species, such as oaks and hickories, in which
occasional specimens will prove to be heavier than
water. Of those which arc at all times heavier than
water, the most familiar are white wood, Lignum Vitac,
Torch wood. Red Iron wood. Black Iron wood. Log
wood. Iron wood. Montana mahoganv. Mangrove.
Seven-yea- r Apple. Wild Dillv. Black Mangrove, Crab
WOOd, White oak and Live oak

Giving Nature a Rest
at the bottle of vanilla extract in your kitchen.LOOK it is vanilla in the pudding and vanilla in

the ice cream, the chances are that the bottle says :

"Pure zanillin flavor." This docs not mean that the
contents is a substitute, but that by a chemical process
the real article has been artificially duplicated.

There are quite a number of substances made in
this way. A chemist discovered what the actual flavor-
ing quality of the vanilla bean is composed of. Then
he devised a means of producing it in the laboratory.
Then he found out how to make it on a large scale
and cheaply in a factory.

In this manner, the commerce in vanilla beans ha
begun to die out, and today comparatively little of our
vanilla flavoring ever saw a bean. The new article is
the same Compound that nature made, only science has
taken the job away from her as far a supplying the
commercial worl 1 is concerned It's merely giving
nature a chance to take a vacation, si tar a that
particular product is involved. Chemi stl have achieved
similar duplications of the natural product in the case
of oil of wintcrgrecn, indigo, and oil of bitter almonds.

Plants Enjoy Free Will

THE generally accepted belief is that man and the
of the animal world have freedom of choice,

and of voluntary motion, while the vegetable kingdom
grows only mechanically by natural law. However,
observations made under the microscope seem to indi-
cate that plants enjoy freedom as well.

One plant known as Yolvox globator, which is so
minute that millions of them could be placed
in a wineglass, is seen to whirl like a top when
viewed under the microscope. Some plants found
in ponds, also very minute, have the faculty of
motion.

Scientists who have given a close study to the habits
of climbing plants state that they do not merely climb
upward by natural law, but that they appear to ex-
ercise a certain amount of freedom of choice. For
example, their tendrils, in climbing over a piece of
wood which has holes bored in it, are seen to try
one hole and then another, until they find one that
pleases them. One investigator reports seeing a ten-
dril withdraw itself after having occupied a hole fur
thirty-si- x hours.


